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Hyperbolic spoof plasmonic metasurfaces

Yihao Yang1,2,3,6, Liqiao Jing1,2,6, Lian Shen1,2, Zuojia Wang1,2, Bin Zheng1,2, Huaping Wang1,4, Erping Li2,
Nian-Hai Shen3, Thomas Koschny3, Costas M Soukoulis3,5 and Hongsheng Chen1,2

Hyperbolic metasurfaces have recently emerged as a new research frontier because of the unprecedented capabilities to manipulate

surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) and many potential applications. However, thus far, the existence of hyperbolic metasurfaces has

neither been observed nor predicted at low frequencies because noble metals cannot support SPPs at longer wavelengths. Here, we

propose and experimentally demonstrate spoof plasmonic metasurfaces with a hyperbolic dispersion, where the spoof SPPs propagate

on complementary H-shaped, perfectly conducting surfaces at low frequencies. Thus, non-divergent diffractions, negative refraction and

dispersion-dependent spin-momentum locking are observed as the spoof SPPs travel over the hyperbolic spoof plasmonic metasurfaces

(HSPMs). The HSPMs provide fundamental new platforms to explore the propagation and spin of spoof SPPs. They show great

capabilities for designing advanced surface wave devices such as spatial multiplexers, focusing and imaging devices, planar

hyperlenses, and dispersion-dependent directional couplers, at both microwave and terahertz frequencies.
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INTRODUCTION

Metamaterial is an artificial material with subwavelength unit cells that
exhibit unusual properties that are never found in nature.1 Hyperbolic
metamaterials, as some of the most unique metamaterials, have
recently drawn significant attention from both physics and engineering
communities because of their unconventional ability to manipulate
light2 and due to their many potential applications, such as negative
refraction,3 hyperlens,4 strong enhanced spontaneous emission,5,6

strong absorption7 and diverging local density of state.8 Because the
three-dimensional hyperbolic metamaterials suffer from large volume,
complexity of fabrication and considerable propagation losses,9

hyperbolic metasurfaces have been reported with the possibilities to
circumvent these limitations due to the ultrathin nature of
metasurfaces.10–16 The hyperbolic metasurfaces exhibit excellent
compatibility with photonic integrated circuits and optoelectronic
components and provide a flexible control of the transverse spin of the
surface plasmon polariton (SPPs).10 The hyperbolic metasurfaces in
practice may be implemented with plasmonic materials at high
frequency. For example, at optical frequency, silver-air grating
metasurfaces show a hyperbolic dispersion,11–12 which has been
experimentally demonstrated very recently.13 While at terahertz and
infrared frequencies, it has been theoretically predicted that uniform
graphene nanostrips may provide a hyperbolic uniaxial conductivity.14

However, thus far, the existence of hyperbolic metasurfaces has
neither been observed nor predicted at low frequencies because noble
metals cannot support SPPs at longer wavelengths. Therefore, spoof
SPPs or designer SPPs, which propagate on structured perfect electric
conductors to mimic the optical properties of SPPs, such as dispersion
behaviors and light confinement,17 have been recently proposed by
Pendry et al. Unlike SPPs,18–21 which arise from the interaction
between light and free electrons in the noble metals, spoof SPPs result
from interactions between electromagnetic waves and spatial capaci-
tances and inductances that are induced by the structured metal
surfaces. Recent research on spoof SPPs has revealed their promising
potential applications, such as in flexible waveguides,22 sensors,23 laser
beams,24 energy concentration25 and integrated circuits.26 The concept
that underlies spoof SPPs has also been extended to other physical
systems, including acoustic waves, and has inspired novel devices in,
for example, subwavelength imaging27 and collimation.28

Here, we propose and experimentally demonstrate plasmonic
metasurfaces with a hyperbolic dispersion where the SPPs propagate
on complementary H-shaped, perfectly conducting surfaces at low
frequencies. Thus, non-divergent diffractions, negative refraction and
dispersion-dependent spin-momentum locking are observed as the
spoof SPPs propagate over the hyperbolic spoof plasmonic metasur-
faces (HSPMs). Compared with traditional bulky metamaterials, the
HSPMs exhibit low propagation losses, are highly compatible with
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integrated metamaterial circuits and may find potential applications in
spatial multiplexers, focusing and imaging devices such as hyperlenses,
dispersion-dependent directional couplers and photonic integrated
circuits.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The unit cell of the proposed HSPMs has a sandwich structure, as shown in
Figure 1a, which consists of a copper ground layer, a substrate with a permittivity of
2.55, and a complementary H-shaped layer. The electromagnetic properties of this
unit cell depend on the geometries. In our example, p=6 mm, l=5 mm,
w=0.5 mm, g=0.25 mm and t=1 mm, and the thickness of the metal is
0.035 mm. The impinging waves on the HSPMs induce surface currents that
oscillate on the metal surfaces because of the special geometries. Clearly, due to the
lack of C4 symmetry, this unit cell exhibits different responses when electro-
magnetic waves propagate along the x and y directions. To gain a better
understanding of the underlying mechanism, we consider equivalent circuit models
in which spoof SPPs propagate along the x (Figure 1b) and y directions
(Figure 1c). Here, the spoof surface plasma frequency is
f x ¼ 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LðC1C2 þ C3ðC1 þ C2Þ=ðC3 þ C2ÞÞ

p
, when the in-plane wave vector

is along the x direction, and f y ¼ 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LðC1

0C2
0 þ C3

0ðC1
0 þ C2

0Þ=ðC3
0 þ C2

0ÞÞp
,

when the wave vector is along the y direction, which mimics the surface plasmon
frequencies of noble metals at optical frequencies. C1(C1′), C2(C2′), C3(C3′) and L(L
′) are the capacitance inside the unit cell, the mutual capacitance between neighbor
unit cells, the capacitance between two metal layers and the inductance inside the
unit cell, respectively. When f0ofxofy (f0 is the operational frequency), the spoof
SPPs propagate along both orthogonal directions, and the equal-frequency contours
(EFCs) are elliptical. Alternatively, when fxof0ofy, only the spoof SPPs propagating
along the y direction exist. By altering the geometries appropriately, one can tailor
the EFCs to be hyperbolic. In addition, an effective surface conductivity model can
also be used to characterize the present metasurface in a certain frequency
band10,14,16,29 (see the Supplementary Information, Supplementary Figure S2).
We numerically calculate the HSPM dispersions by employing the Eigenvalue

module of the commercial Computer Simulation Technology (CST) Micro-
wave Studio software (CST China Ltd., Shanghai, China). The electric field
distributions for electromagnetic waves propagating along the x and y directions
are shown in Figures 2a and b, respectively. The different field distributions
indicate that the HSPMs manipulate the spoof SPPs along the x and y directions
in different ways. Furthermore, the electric field distributions show that the gap-

induced capacitances play important roles in the equivalent circuit models. The
first-band EFCs of the metasurface unit cell in the first Brillouin zone are shown
in Figure 2c and reflect a transition in the topology from a closed elliptical curve
(below 6.0 GHz) to an open, extremely anisotropic curve, to a flat curve (from
9.0 to 10.0 GHz), and finally, to an open hyperbolic curve (from 10.0 to
11.0 GHz). By controlling the geometry-induced capacitances and inductances,
the dispersions of the metasurface can be tailored to manipulate how the spoof
SPPs propagate. Even without the bottom ground layer and mediated dielectric,
a single layer of conducting surface with the proposed pattern can also exhibit a
topological transition of EFCs (see Supplementary Figure S1). However,
considering the experimental convenience of exciting spoof SPPs, we still apply
a ground metal layer in both simulations and experiments. This additional
ground layer allows the spoof SPPs to be controlled and excited more freely, as
shown by the directional coupler designed at the end of the paper.

RESULTS

In the following, we demonstrate the electromagnetic properties of the
proposed metasurface, including the topological transition of EFCs in the
wave vector space, frequency-dependent spatial localization, non-
diffraction propagation, negative refraction and dispersion-dependent
spin-momentum locking of spoof SPPs. The spoof SPP modes are
excited by an electric dipole between the two metal layers of the
metasurface. Here, the HSPMs have dimensions of 300 mm by 384 mm,
and the simulations are performed in the transient module of CST
Microwave Studio. Figure 3 presents distributions of the
z-component of an electric field positioned 5.6 mm above the metasur-
face and the corresponding EFCs at 6.0, 8.75, 9.25, 9.75, 10.25 and
10.75 GHz. Intriguingly, the wavefronts of the spoof SPPs in the xy plane
gradually change from convex to flat and then to concave. At 6.0 GHz,
the corresponding EFC is a closed ellipse, and the spoof SPPs can
propagate in any direction in the xy plane (Figure 3a). When the
frequency increases to 8.75 GHz, the EFCs become extremely aniso-
tropic. Because the group velocity vectors of the spoof SPPs should be
perpendicular to the EFCs, the spoof SPPs are guided and split into two
beams because of the EFCs’ special shapes. The propagation directions of
the spoof SPPs are frequency dependent (Figures 3b and c). This

Figure 1 Unit cell of the HSPMs and its equivalent circuit model. (a) Unit cell of the HSPMs, where p=6 mm, l=5 mm, w=0.5 mm, g=0.25 mm,
t=1 mm and the thickness of the copper layer is 0.035 mm. (b, c) Equivalent circuit models when electromagnetic waves propagate along the x and y
directions, respectively. HSPM, hyperbolic spoof plasmonic metasurfaces.
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phenomenon can indeed be applied to design spatial multiplexers. At the
transition point near 9.75 GHz, the spoof SPPs propagate in a self-
collimating manner because of the flat dispersion.30 This self-collimation
phenomenon, which also exists in photonic crystals, may have potential
applications in integrated surface wave circuit systems and hyperlenses11

(Figure 3d). From 9.75 to 10.75 GHz, the spoof SPPs propagate in a
convergent manner because the EFCS are hyperbolic (Figures 3e and f).
The topological transition of EFCs over the metasurfaces is also

experimentally demonstrated. In this work, the complementary

H-shaped resonator structures are printed on a substrate: a 1-mm
Teflon woven glass fabric copper-clad laminate with a permittivity of
2.55 and tan(δ)o0.001 at 10.0 GHz (Supplementary Figure S3h). We
use an electric dipole between the two metal layers to excite the spoof
SPPs, which is equivalent to the source setting in the simulations.
Therefore, the measured field distributions exactly match the simu-
lated counterparts (Figures 4a–h). To obtain the surface current
distributions, we use an electric dipole antenna placed on the
metasurface to detect the surface current, point by point, with the

Figure 2 Dispersion of the HSPMs. (a, b) Electric field distributions when electromagnetic waves propagate along the x and y directions, respectively.
(c) First-band equal-frequency contours in the first Brillouin zone. The frequency values are presented in gigahertz (GHz). HSPM, hyperbolic spoof plasmonic
metasurfaces.

Figure 3 Simulated field distributions and EFCs. (a, f) EFCs and simulated Ez field distributions in the xy plane 5.6 mm above the metasurfaces at:
(a) 6.0 GHz, (b) 8.75 GHz, (c) 9.25 GHz, (d) 9.75 GHz, (e) 10.25 GHz and (f) 10.75 GHz. EFC, equal-frequency contour.
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aid of a platform that can be controlled in three dimensions. The
measured region is 252 mm by 252 mm, and the resolution is 2 mm
by 2 mm. We apply a spatial Fourier transform to obtain the EFCs in
the k-vector space, as shown in Figure 3. Note that the z-oriented
electric field distribution is also measured in the xy plane 1 mm above
the HSPMs, the results of which are shown in Supplementary Figure
S3a–g. Both the EFCs and surface current distributions clearly exhibit
the transition of EFCs from a closed elliptical line to a flat one and,
finally, to a hyperbolic one, with the wave-front transiting from
convex to flat and eventually, to concave. The circles at the centers of
the EFCs in Figure 4 correspond to the dispersion of air. One may
notice that the dispersion of the HSPMs is outside that of the air
because the designer SPPs carry larger momentum than that in the air.
At the transition point (9.5 GHz), the spoof SPPs propagate in a non-
diffracting manner, behaving analogously to spatial solitons in non-
linear optics, but purely based on a linear optical system.31

If an appropriate background metasurface was chosen (Figures 5b
and c), the negative refraction of spoof SPPs will occur at the interface
between the HSPMs and the background metasurface (Figure 5a). The
EFCs of the background metasurface and the HSPMs at 10.6 GHz are
shown in Figure 5d. All incoming wave vectors at this frequency are
included within the EFCs, which results in an all-angle negative refraction.

Thus, they can be applied to spoof SPP focusing and imaging.32 In our
experiments, we chose air as the background because when the spoof
SPPs scatter into air, their energy becomes focused (Figure 5e). Therefore,
the HSPMs function as ultrathin planar imaging devices, which may lead
to some valuable applications, especially for terahertz and far-infrared
frequencies.
The HSPMs can control not only the propagation of spoof SPPs but

also their transverse spins. Very recently, Bliokh et al.33 theoretically
demonstrated that the free-space light exhibits an intrinsic quantum
spin Hall effect and that the surface modes, such as SPPs and spoof
SPPs, exhibit strong spin-momentum locking. Therefore, the surface
waves that propagate left and right will carry transverse spin with
opposite directions at the metal-dielectric interfaces; this phenomenon
is the so-called spin Hall effect of light and has been demonstrated in
several experiments.34–35 In our case, we place an electric dipole on the
metasurface and excite spoof SPPs with a different transverse spin that
propagates left and right. By tailoring the dispersion of the metasur-
face, the transverse spin of the spoof SPPs can be engineered. When
the EFCs are elliptical, the spoof SPPs that propagate in the left and
right directions exhibit right-handed (Ex− iEz) and left-handed
(Ex+iEz) spin relative to the normal incident case (Figures 6a and
d). When the EFCs are flat, the spoof SPPs propagate only in the y

Figure 4 Measured field distributions and EFCs. Surface current distributions measured on the metasurfaces and the corresponding EFCs in the first Brillouin
zone at: (a) 5.5 GHz, (b) 7.0 GHz, (c) 8.5 GHz, (d) 9.0 GHz, (e) 9.5 GHz, (f) 10.0 GHz, (g) 10.5 GHz and (h) 11.0 GHz. EFC, equal-frequency contour.
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direction, and the right-handed and left-handed spin in the xz-plane
cancel each other out36 (Figures 6b and e). When the EFCs are
hyperbolic, the spoof SPPs carry an opposite transverse spin
(Figures 6c and f) relative to the normal cases. Moreover, because
of the angle-dependent local density of electromagnetic states, the
propagation of spoof SPPs is strongly directional (Figures 6a and d).
This phenomenon arises physically from the spin-orbit coupling and
can be explained by the dispersion of the HSPMs (Figure 6g). The
spoof SPP modes with right- and left-handed transverse spin are in the
left and right wave vector space, respectively, and their propagation
directions should be perpendicular to the EFCs.
Based on the dispersion-dependent spin Hall effect, we design a coupler

to launch divergent, soliton-like or convergent spoof SPPs directionally
over the HSPMs, which are controlled by the polarization of the incident
electromagnetic waves. As shown in Figure 7a, the coupler is composed of
two columns of subwavelength narrow apertures in the bottom metal film
of the HSPM. If the coupler is well-designed, destructive interferences will
occur on one side of the columns, and constructive interference will occur
on the other side simultaneously, which results in the unidirectional
launching of the surface waves.34,37 Here, by choosing w=0.5 mm,
l=3mm, p=4mm and g=λ0/4=4.1 mm, where λ0 is the wavelength of
the spoof SPPs at 9.75 GHz, in our simulations, we successfully excite

soliton-like spoof SPPs over the HSPMs in a unidirectional (Figures 7b
and c) or bi-directional manner (Figure 7d) at 9.75 GHz. This phenom-
enon is also demonstrated experimentally, and both unidirectional
(Figures 7e and f) and bi-directional (Figure 7g) launching of the
soliton-like spoof SPPs is observed. The results can be applied to
directionally launch spoof SPPs and detect the polarization of electro-
magnetic waves. The wavefronts of spoof SPPs with arbitrary shapes can
be tailored by further engineering the apertures.38 Thus, the HSPMs may
serve as a platform for exploring the properties of the transverse spin of
spoof SPPs with different dispersions.

DISCUSSION

In this work, we propose and experimentally characterize ultrathin
HSPMs at low frequencies. The HSPMs provide a fundamental new
platform to explore the propagation and spin of the spoof SPPs. We
experimentally observe numerous phenomena over the HSPMs,
including frequency-dependent spatial localization, non-diffraction
propagation, negative refraction and the dispersion-dependent spin
Hall effect. Compared with three-dimensional metamaterials, the two-
dimensional HSPMs show the unconventional property of controlling
spoof SPPs without suffering large losses and have advantages regarding
much more convenient fabrication and superior compatibility with

Figure 5 Negative refraction of spoof SPPs and imaging devices. (a) Ez field distribution in the xy plane 0.5 mm below the patterned metal surface. When
spoof SPPs in a background metasurface are incident to an HSPM, negative refraction phenomena will occur at the interface at 10.6 GHz. (b) Geometrical
parameters of the background metasurface; p=5 mm, g=0.5 mm, w=0.5 mm, l=2 mm and t=1 mm, and the material between the two metal layers is
air. (c) EFC at 10.6 GHz. The blue and black curves are the EFCs of the background metasurface and HSPMs, respectively. The red arrows represent the
propagation direction of the spoof SPPs. (d, e) Simulated and measured Ez fields in the xy plane 1 mm above the HSPM as the spoof SPPs propagate into
the surrounding medium at 10.2 GHz. The background medium is air, and the spoof SPPs scattering into the air are focused. EFC, equal-frequency contour;
HSPM, hyperbolic spoof plasmonic metasurfaces; SPP, surface plasmon polariton.
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Figure 6 Dispersion-dependent spin-momentum locking of spoof SPPs. (a–c) Electric field intensity distributions of the right-handed spin (Ex− iEz) spoof
SPPs in the xy plane 5.6 mm above the HSPMs at 8.25, 9.75 and 10.5 GHz, respectively. (d–f) Electric field intensity distributions of the left-handed spin
(Ex+iEz) spoof SPPs propagating in the xy plane 5.6 mm above the HSPMs at 8.25, 9.75 and 10.5 GHz, respectively. (g) EFCs at 8.25, 9.75 and 10.5 GHz.
Red and green arrows represent the propagation directions of the spoof SPPs with right-handed and left-handed spin, respectively. EFC, equal-frequency
contour; HSPM, hyperbolic spoof plasmonic metasurfaces; SPP, surface plasmon polariton.

Figure 7 Dispersion-dependent directional coupler. (a) Schematic of the directional coupler composed of two columns of subwavelength narrow apertures in
the bottom metal film of the HSPMs, where w=0.5 mm, l=3 mm, p=4 mm and g=4.1 mm. (b–d) Simulated Ez field distributions of soliton-like spoof
SPPs in the xy plane 5 mm above the HSPM when a plane electromagnetic wave with right circular (b), left circular (c) or linear polarization (d) is incident
onto the HSPMs from the bottom layer side at 9.75 GHz. (e–g) Measured surface current density of soliton-like spoof SPPs measured over the HSPM when
plane waves with right circular (e), left circular (f) and linear polarization (g) are incident onto the HSPMs from the bottom layer side at 9.8 GHz. HSPM,
hyperbolic spoof plasmonic metasurfaces; SPP, surface plasmon polariton.
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photonic integrated circuits. We believe that the presented metasurface
will be promising, for example, in broad applications in spatial
multiplexers, focusing and imaging devices, planar hyperlenses,
dispersion-dependent directional couplers, and photonic integrated
circuits. With the introduction of actively controllable components,26

one can dynamically tailor the dispersions of the HSPMs and realize
the tunable characteristics of spoof SPPs including their propagation
and spin. Furthermore, the HSPMs will also be beneficial for building
two-dimensional transformation-optics-based devices. Finally, because
the HSPMs arise from structures, their underlying concept may be
extended to other physical systems, such as acoustic waves, and inspire
the development of novel acoustic surface wave devices.
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